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Abstract 

 
This essay is focused on the search for a true homeland in Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea 

from a Postcolonial point of view. The main protagonist, Antoinette Cosway, struggles with 

her mixed heritage which is both Caribbean and European. As a result, she suffers from a split 

identity and searches for a place of belonging. Vital Postcolonial concepts, such as Diaspora 

and displacement are used in order to investigate the struggle to find a true homeland. 

Moreover, the main purpose of this essay is to investigate how Rhys uses depictions of nature 

and colour to convey this search, and thereby introduces yet another aspect for the characters 

to interact with. Nature provides comfort, sense of belonging and the opposite, but also 

explores the relationship between the characters. The colours red and white are highly 

frequent, and refer to Antoinette’s Caribbean and European identity, which alters through the 

novel. The images of nature are nostalgically depicted and Antoinette longs for a lost 

Caribbean without the effects of Colonialism, which is merely history. It is also discovered 

that the homeland she longs for, England, is not what she was searching for. The struggle for 

the homeland becomes futile, since Antoinette longs for an England of the romantic novels 

and a Caribbean that does no longer exist.  
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Introduction  

 
To find a place of belonging or just a place called home is most certainly an active wish in the 

heart of every human being. However, in more difficult times, for example times of war and 

Colonialism, the road to find a homeland becomes longer and more toilsome. Many people 

end up stranded on different continents, and as time passes by, start to experience a sense of 

displacement. Bill Ashcroft states the importance of place by describing it as “the horizon of 

identity” (Postcolonial Transformation 124). By finding a place of belonging, it is also 

possible to find oneself. An example of a woman who experienced these kinds of struggles 

was the novelist Jean Rhys, who was born in Dominica to a Welsh father and a white Creole 

mother, who descended from a generation of plantation owners. However, in her early teen 

years she moved to England and started her literary career in her thirties. Rhys, with her 

multicultural identity, was always drawn towards the Caribbean and often created novels 

rendered as Postcolonial. Through her novel Wide Sargasso Sea, first published in 1966, she 

created a new character, quite similar to her own, Antoinette Cosway, a woman of both 

English and Caribbean descent. Wide Sargasso Sea was first introduced as a Postcolonial 

write-back to Charlotte Brontë’s renowned novel Jean Eyre, aiming to provide the 

background for the misunderstood madwoman in the attic, Bertha Mason (Antoinette 

Cosway).  

Antoinette struggles with her mixed heritage, and moreover she marries an 

Englishman who comes to despise both her, her Caribbean heritage and the Caribbean itself. 

As a solution, he takes her to England. However, throughout the novel, Antoinette also feels a 

certain pull towards her lost homeland, England, being mainly English. But she has never 

experienced it and only carries with her a mental image of the land. At the same time, she 

loves the Caribbean, but feels disconnected with the locals, since they treat her more as white 

than black. Neither being Caribbean nor English, Antoinette struggles to find a place of 

belonging. One of the results of Colonialism is the sense of dislocation, not only bodily, but in 

the mind of the colonised. For example, Bed Prasad Giri declares that “the fact that diasporic 

displacements propel our uprooted bodies across the world’s variously entrenched borders 

does not mean that our minds will follow suit” (221). In a similar manner, Antoinette’s 

identity remains fleeting, without a clear footing. Moreover, Jean Rhys has included vivid 

descriptions of nature and colour in her novel, which permeate the progression of the story but 

also uncover the different aspects of the characters. Smadar Lavie and Ted Swedenburg 

explain that “there is an immutable link between cultures, peoples, identities and specific 
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places” (1). The notion of a connection between places and people is strengthened in this 

novel by giving nature a central role, which further elaborates Postcolonial concepts like 

Diaspora and the search for belonging. The purpose of this essay is to investigate Antoinette’s 

struggle to find her homeland throughout the novel of Wide Sargasso Sea by studying Rhys’s 

descriptions of nature and colour. Vital concepts, like for example Diaspora, will be discussed 

further in the part on theoretical aspects. Second follows a close reading of Wide Sargasso 

Sea by using the relevant Postcolonial concepts and examples from the novel. The essay is 

concluded with a discussion of the main discoveries.  

 

Theoretical Aspects 

 
Postcolonial criticism emerged as late as the 1990s, and is mainly focused on challenging the 

Eurocentric image, providing a voice to the colonised populations. According to Peter Barry, 

Postcolonial criticism revaluates established norms and also the written past. Moreover, 

Postcolonial critics are very interested in the depiction of the “other”. In literature, matters 

concerning the “other” are often muddled or silenced, and Postcolonial theory aims to show 

cases of marginality and also generalisations concerning these forgotten people (185-87, 192).  

However, one of the most influential aspects of Postcolonial criticism, which also provides 

the essence of this essay, is the concept of a double identity, which develops the idea that a 

person is not merely one thing, but can be several. Paul Gilroy argues that “this inside/outside 

relationship should be recognized as … more powerful [and] more complex … than has 

previously been supposed” (11). Aspects of Colonialism are multilayered, and so are the 

people affected by it. Barry states that to write Postcolonial is to celebrate multiculturalism 

and to acknowledge the sense of the fluid identity a colonised person might experience. He 

also claims that many people of this age “ha[d] a double identity as both coloniser and 

colonised, and it is the recognition of such double identities which is one of the strengths of 

the [P]ostcolonialist view” (188-9, 192). The sense of the colonial double identity marks out 

Jean Rhys as a Postcolonial writer, being of two different cultures, and her creation Antoinette 

truly embodies these emotions. Both the Caribbean and England have strong influences on 

Antoinette’s identity and her sense of belonging, and also demonstrates how place itself can 

be rendered an important Postcolonial concept.  

 Place, in the Postcolonial sense, has become a well discussed topic; especially in 

connection with identity and belonging. For a person who has no clear vision of his or her 

own past, and longs for something to identify with, place becomes a vital factor. Bill Ashcroft, 
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Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin argue that the Postcolonial society “has no guarantee to 

anything but the present and it is in the minute nature and definition of this present viewed by 

the individual consciousness which seems to … be crucial in ʽrealising this situation in our 

works of artʼ” (The Empire Writes Back 148). Depending on the situation, people might view 

the world differently, especially if the place of residence might have been affected by 

Colonialism. Moreover, Postcolonial critics often study the complicated relationship between 

the sense of place and the sense of self. Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin discuss subjectivity in 

connection with place: “Thus a major feature of [Postcolonial] literatures is the concern with 

either developing or recovering an appropriate relationship between self and place because it 

is precisely within the parameters of place and its separateness that the process of subjectivity 

can be conducted” (The Post-colonial Studies Reader 392). A sense of true self can only be 

achieved if one has a strong sense of place. As a result, both critics and authors often use 

place and nature to explore the Postcolonial identity. Furthermore, a connection to place, 

something that the Postcolonial individual might lack, can provide an improved sense of 

stability. According to Lavie and Swedenburg, “The notion of belonging to the world subverts 

and refigures any singular notion of identity and rootedness in only one place, where stable 

geography reproduces the stability of the bounded nomad, the singular self” (100). The 

difficulty for a person living in the aftermath of Colonialism is that he or she probably 

experiences a feeling of belonging to several distant places, which can confuse the creation of 

one stable identity.     

Colonialism complicates the experience of place for a person who has been 

uprooted and moved across the globe. Ashcroft claims that for a person that has been moved 

from one place to another multiple times, “place might not refer to a location at all, since the 

formative link between identity and an actual location might have been irredeemably severed” 

(Postcolonial Transformation 125). It might be hard or impossible for such a person to 

establish a real connection to a place, since he or she over the generations might have 

experienced several. One of the most important aspects, in the sense of Postcolonial criticism, 

is that place is not a static entity, but it changes, and one person can feel connected to several 

places simultaneously. According to Ashcroft, “[p]lace is never simply location, nor is it 

static … like culture itself, place is in a continual and dynamic state of formation, a process 

intimately bound up with the culture and its inhabitants” (Postcolonial Transformation 156). 

Thereby, a person does not simply abandon the sense of one place while moving to another, 

but can carry that place, together with a sense of belonging and identity, even while on the 

move. As a result, Colonialism affects and disrupts the sense of place, not only for one person, 
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but for generations to come. Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin provide quite a visual image by 

stating that “[p]lace is also a palimpsest, a kind of parchment on which successive generations 

have inscribed and reinscribed the process of history” (The Postcolonial Studies Reader 392). 

With so many various changes to that parchment, it is a challenge not to feel torn and not to 

wonder where it all started, and where the place of origin truly lies.  

Postcolonial theory argues that Colonialism has created complications, and that 

various matters are not as simple as “us” and “them”. Both literature and history have 

simplified Colonialism by constraining otherwise complicated aspects to just binary 

oppositions such as black/white and slave/free. Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin state that writers 

and critics must move beyond the limitations of binary oppositions in order to, for example, 

explain how free settlers, though English, also experienced alienation even within the first 

generation, although belonging to the ruling nations (The Empire Writes Back 9). As a result, 

many authors have created novels which explore the various complexities concerning 

Colonialism, for example hybrids, which are mixtures of several colonial forces. According to 

Lavie and Swedenburg, hybrids are products of “confrontations between unequal cultures and 

forces, in which the stronger culture struggles to control”, and most cultures are in one way or 

another hybrid (9-10). It is not simply about one power versus another, but there are grey 

zones, where people find it challenging to stay centred. In a similar manner, Postcolonial 

writers and critics aim to explain the complexities of human beings, in the shadow of 

Colonialism. The Caribbean should be considered a typical grey zone, which according to 

Gilroy, “changed into something else which evades those specific labels and with them all 

fixed notions … of national identity” (19). The Caribbean becomes an original space, where 

people affected by Colonialism struggle to find their identity within society. Stuart Hall 

makes an interesting point by referring to Martinique as both French and not French, since the 

people have adopted parts of French culture and were a French colony. Still, they are different, 

but are not perceived as just “others” (228-9). While discovering more examples similar to 

this one, writers have focused on cultures, like the Caribbean, where the lines between “us” 

and “them” have become muddled. 

 One of the most important concepts concerning Postcolonialism, identity and 

place, is the idea of the Diaspora. This concept has been widely discussed since the founding 

of Postcolonial theory, and is mainly focused on the uprooting of people. According to Karla 

S. Virinder, Raminder Kaur and John Hutnyk, while considering a prototype diasporic 

experience, theorists often refer to the Jewish experience, mainly because the Jewish 

populations have been forced to move and scatter several times throughout history, for 
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example when they were driven out of Jerusalem and exiled to Babylon. Diaspora originally 

refers to the scattering of seeds, and always implies some kind of dispersal. Moreover, the 

classical form of Diaspora usually depicts a forced movement and consequently exile, where 

the subjects feel loss, dependent on the inability to return to, for example Jerusalem (9). Slave 

trade spurred by Colonialism is considered a movement of great proportion, especially since a 

large number of people were forced to move away from their place of origin, to find 

themselves stranded in a completely unrecognisable environment. These dispersed individuals, 

on their journey, also came to encounter several different European cultures and traditions, 

since the imperial powers often shared different parts of the same country. But, most 

importantly, people stuck in the centre of Diaspora were highly affected by their journey, and 

can be referred to as having a “diasporic” identity.   

Diaspora is often discussed in connection to identity, since dispersed people 

often have been traumatically moved from their place of identification. Also, the sense of 

identity is not fixed and can be shaped and transformed throughout life. Gilroy declares that 

instead of focusing on the static roots of identity, critics should instead consider the routes, by 

viewing “identity as a process of movement” (19). People affected by both Colonialism and 

Diaspora are subjected to changes of identity, since they constantly need to find new places to 

identify themselves with and connect with.  Janine Dahinden explains that diasporic 

individuals feel torn between several nationalities and define themselves as “spatially 

dispersed” (54). Diaspora becomes a part of a person’s identity and diasporic is something a 

person can be and feel. Moreover, the concept of Diaspora is often connected to some kind of 

traumatic uprooting, for example being transported as a slave from Africa to the Caribbean. 

Giri states that the mind might be changed by this aggressive movement from country to 

country and by that form an original sense of place: “the diasporic mind constitutes its own 

unique place … under the conditions of a traumatic history” (221). As a result, to be diasporic 

is often to be the victim of a trauma, which can result in both suffering and a change in 

identity.  

 Diaspora can often cause a sense of a so called double identity within a person 

of several origins. Edward Said, one of the most influential writers on Postcolonial theory, 

claims that many individuals experience belonging to several different worlds, and more 

importantly that in many ways “no one … is purely one thing” (336). Usually, complications 

occur when a diasporic person feels torn between several places and cultures. There is a 

constant longing for what has been lost, the place of origin, and at the same time a wish to 

find some kind of recognition in the new place of residence. Giri explains that identity 
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formation within a diasporic person is dependent on “contradictory sentiments of belonging to 

a prior homeland as well as desiring host-society integration or assimilation” (229). In the 

process of identity formation, these kinds of feelings can create a split between where a 

person is and where he or she wishes to be, or connects a sense of belonging with. The 

Caribbean is a quite striking example, since it was governed by several European countries, 

which all introduced different cultures and ideals. Simultaneously, slaves were transported by 

different nations from Africa to the Caribbean, then, they were integrated with the locals 

already residing there. As a result, the Caribbean becomes a crucible, containing not only 

European and Caribbean cultural identities, but also African. Gilroy investigates the diasporic 

identity, using W. E. B. Du Bois’s concept “the double consciousness”, which is focused on 

the sense of “twoness”, and states that “diaspora is … a chaotic, living, disorganic formation. 

If it can be called a tradition at all, it is a tradition in ceaseless motion – a changing same that 

strives continually towards a state of self – realisation” (122, 126). A diasporic person’s 

identity is in constant change, and can create a strong relationship to the new place, but at the 

same time he or she experiences a need to find and hold on to the true homeland and its values. 

He or she is also in constant search for a kind of stable condition, a sense of wholeness.  

Diaspora often creates a longing for a homeland that has been lost several 

generations in the past. According to Homi Bhabha, Colonialism complicates the search for a 

place of belonging: “the very place of identification, caught in the tension of demand and 

desire, is a place of splitting” (44). The new place of habitation might demand that the 

individual adjusts itself, but at the same time there is a desire to return to the homeland. 

However, although the place of origin is actually Africa, that place has probably gone through 

a transformation, and the image a diasporic person has of Africa might be muddled or just 

imaginative. Moreover, these images of the homeland create a new space in time, a space in- 

between the place of residence and the place of origin. Lavie and Swedenburg declare that 

“the third time-space is thus an imaginary homeland”, where it is possible to find some 

fragments of identity (16). This space constantly transforms and affects the subject, especially 

his or her perception of the surrounding world. The original homeland has already been lost, 

but it is still possible that people carry around romantic or nostalgic images of a homeland 

mixed with a longing to finally return. Dahinden explains that diasporic people “are 

characterised by an orientation to a real or imagined homeland, while maintaining their ethnic, 

national or religious boundaries over generations” (54). One might conclude that Diaspora 

creates a need for people to return home or find the location of home; however, Colonialism 

complicates the search, since the homeland has been transformed through centuries, and 
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changed into something new. In contrast, the ability to imagine the possibility to return to the 

homeland is an important feature of the Diaspora. Adeno Addis declares that imagination in 

general is an important aspect in all kinds of Diaspora, but that it also creates a split between 

the place of residence and the true sense of belonging (985). These central issues, of fantasy 

and reality, and the never ending search for something that has been lost several centuries 

back, are aspects highly present in many Postcolonial novels, and certainly in Jean Rhys’s 

Wide Sargasso Sea. 

 

Analysis 

 
The main reason behind Antoinette’s complex and diasporic identity, and why she feels 

dislocated, is her complex background. Her father, Alexander Cosway, now deceased, was an 

Englishman and an ex-slave owner, whose family has resided in Jamaica for many 

generations. In contrast, her mother was a white Creole from the former French colony 

Martinique, but also the daughter of an ex-slave owner. This would suggest that Antoinette is 

mainly European, but since she has been living in the Caribbean and is fused with its culture, 

she is often rendered as different. According to Giri, Postcolonial Diaspora “straddles and 

complicates both sides of the historically persistent coloni[s]ed/coloni[s]er divide” (224). 

Rhys shows these complexities by creating a character like Antoinette, who is rendered a 

“white cockroach” (Rhys 7) by the black locals. But, at the same time Antoinette states, “I’ve 

heard English women call us white niggers. So between you [and me,] I often wonder who I 

am and where is my country and where do I belong and why was I ever born at all” (Rhys 63).  

She does not manage to find which side she belongs to, and is mainly a mixture of different 

cultures, with no clear identity. Also, Antoinette describes her own status as unclear and in 

constant change: “Old time white people nothing but white nigger now, and black nigger 

better than white nigger” (Rhys 8). This would indicate that white people can change status 

when they have lived in the Caribbean for an extended period of time, and become white 

niggers, not only a people in-between, but also a people subjected to racism. Antoinette also 

finds herself in a difficult position, being rendered as both a coloniser and a colonised person. 

As a result, she becomes a stranger to both the Europeans and the locals. Said, often providing 

examples of his own experiences, states that he felt that he belonged to two different worlds, 

but “without being completely of either one or the other” (xxvi). In a similar manner, 

Antoinette feels a connection to both of her cultures, but at the same time, she is not quite sure 

where she belongs, and which nation to call her homeland.  
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Nature should be rendered as more than a background in Wide Sargasso Sea, and is almost 

personified and changes with the progression of the story. The nature of the Caribbean is 

often viewed from Antoinette’s perspective and she witnesses her home flourish and change 

in the aftermath of Colonialism. For example, the garden at Coulibri used to be blossoming 

and controlled by plantation owners, but now, it has grown wild:  

 

Our garden was large and beautiful as the garden in the Bible – the tree of life grew 

there. But it had gone wild … [o]rchids flourished out of reach or for some reason not to 

be touched. One was snaky looking, another like an octopus with long thin brown 

tentacles bare of leaves hanging from a twisted root … [t]he paths were overgrown and 

a smell of dead flowers mixed with the fresh living smell. (Rhys 4-5)  

 

The plants are described as living beings, which are taking over what used to be under control, 

and maintained by slaves. Moreover, Rhys uses a Christian symbol, the tree of life in the 

Bible, to show contrast; how something very decent and good is taken over by something wild 

and uncontrollable. Marika Preziuso states that some Postcolonial novels “exceed the 

categories of globalised commodities … and the language of lush or tropical used to describe 

them, and they do this by playing with their diasporic location” (156). The Caribbean is not 

only depicted as beautiful and tropical, but it is also used as an extension to the story and the 

characters, as something to interact with. Antoinette feels a strong connection to the 

Caribbean, and explains that she loves it “[a]s if it were a person. More than a person” (Rhys 

53). In a way nature and place can, in a similar manner as a person, both confirm safety and 

belonging, but it can also do the opposite. Antoinette and her husband have very different 

opinions of the Caribbean; for example Antoinette declares that “[t]his is my place and 

everything is on our side” (Rhys 42), so she affirms that she and the place are connected, and 

that they belong together. In contrast, as the story progresses, her husband does not only state 

his rejection of the Caribbean, but also the differences between him and his wife: “I feel that 

this place is my enemy and on your side” (Rhys 82). He clearly means that he does not belong 

to the same place as she does, and by that, creates a wall between them. More importantly, the 

place itself, the Caribbean, interacts with the characters and creates further complexity. 

According to Lavie and Swedenburg, there is a link between places and people, and especially 

creates a sense of what is considered a home and what is not (1). For example, in the previous 

quote from the novel, place is used to show the dissonance between Antoinette and her 

husband, especially in their feelings towards the Caribbean. Nature continues to have the 
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same vital role throughout the novel, which will be discussed in more detail as the essay 

progresses.  

Antoinette, who is stranded in the Caribbean Diaspora, imagines a glorious 

homeland, which she can return to. Antoinette and her English husband often discuss England, 

but he contemplates that he cannot affect her views and that her mind is set concerning 

England: “Her mind was already made up. Some romantic novel, a stray remark never 

forgotten … a picture … some note of music, and her ideas were fixed” (Rhys 56). Although 

Antoinette has never seen England she still imagines it as beautiful as a timeless painting, 

which generally represents good things, disconnected from Colonialism. Hall explains that 

people caught in Diaspora often imagine the true homeland as unchanging, and also as 

something timeless and primitive (231). For example, when Antoinette considers England, 

she mainly visualises the uncomplicated things, and nothing that would in reality be found 

every day in an industrial England. Instead, she focuses on frost making a “flower pattern on 

the window panes … [and] chandeliers and dancing, about swans and roses and snow” (Rhys 

69). These are dreamlike images, which would more likely be found in romantic novels than 

in a nation affected by Colonialism and war. In contrast, England becomes Antoinette’s ideal 

country, since she feels dislocated in the Caribbean. These images can probably also be 

rendered as a wish to connect with both her husband and her homeland, since she holds an 

admiration for both.  

The admiration Antoinette holds for England is quite nostalgically depicted, and 

she admires its people. As an example, Antoinette feels loyalty towards her mother’s new 

husband: “Then I looked across the white tablecloth and the vase of yellow roses at Mr. 

Mason, so sure of himself, so without a doubt English … she would have died, I thought, if 

she had not met him. And for the first time I was grateful and liked him” (Rhys 17). Since 

Antoinette has always had an uncertain relationship with her frail mother, she admires the 

English people, who seem so strong and secure. She is even sad due to the fact that her hair 

will grow longer and become darker (Rhys 24), and wishes it to be light, like the England of 

her imagination. These imaginations are also strongly connected to her sense of identity and 

the place she most wishes to connect with. According to Nibras Jawad Kadhim, during the 

age of slavery, creoles were taught to perceive Europe and England as their home, but at the 

same time they were marked as different (591). Therefore, it is quite challenging to find a 

place of identity and belonging, because they live with this double image. At the same time, 

they have a certain drive to be accepted by the people who so clearly mark them as different. 

The result might be a kind of desperation to find a true place of belonging. Antoinette, who 
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feels dislocated and unaccepted by the black locals, is quite desperate to maintain a strong and 

beautiful image of her true homeland. Although, she has witnessed the contrasts while 

viewing a book about England: “England, rosy pink in the geography book map, but on the 

page opposite … [e]xports, coal, iron, wool” (Rhys 69). However, she swiftly disregards these 

images and remains fixed on the images in her mind, which speak of a safe and desirable 

homeland.   

In contrast to her imaginative pictures, Antoinette’s dreams can be perceived as 

warnings, that she will not find belonging and a homeland in England. As the story progresses 

in Wide Sargasso Sea, Antoinette has several dreams of a strange and different place. For 

example, in one of her dreams she is caught in something terrible and cannot escape: “I 

dreamed that I was walking in the forest. Not alone. Someone who hated me was with me, out 

of sight. I could hear heavy footsteps coming closer and though I struggled and screamed I 

could not move” (Rhys 10). The person who seems to hate her can definitely be perceived as 

her husband, which she cannot break herself free from. According to Kadhim, “[t]hough 

Antoinette has a need to identify with England, she can’t suppress a feeling of danger 

associated with the place” (696). In a way, these dreams and imaginations depict Antoinette’s 

state in society: she is placed in-between and cannot even separate reality from dream, and 

home from what is not home. Just like in the previous dream, Antoinette often dreams that she 

is walking in a forest, very similar to the one she is used to, but in the end the forest 

transforms into something different and unpleasant: 

 

Again I have left the house at Coulibri. It is still night and I am walking towards the 

forest … I walk with difficulty … I follow him, sick with fear but I make no effort to 

save myself; if anyone were to try to save me, I would refuse. This must happen. Now 

we have reached the forest. We are under the tall dark trees and there is no wind … [w]e 

are no longer in the forest but in an enclosed garden surrounded by a stone wall and the 

trees are different trees. I do not know them. (Rhys 34)  

 

This passage explores the impending realisation that Antoinette cannot escape England, and 

that it is futile to resist. Now, when she has longed for her true homeland for a stretched 

period of time, she needs to experience it. When she truly reaches the forest, she ends up in a 

garden instead, most certainly in England, since she notes the difference of the trees. Again, 

nature becomes personified, as Antoinette states that she does not know these trees. The 

foreboding image gets even stronger when she explains the content of her dream: “I dreamed I 
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was in Hell” (Rhys 35). When she mentions England, her descriptions are timeless and 

beautiful. However, her unconscious provides a different picture, that England can never 

provide a true home. But, since Antoinette is torn in her sense of identity, she does not yet 

come to this conclusion.  

 Not only are her dreams of her homeland dark, but she also knows that she will 

become something different if she goes to England, and that she will never belong there. For 

example, as Antoinette falls asleep in the forest she has a dream where she opens a door to a 

new place: “Watching the red and yellow flowers in the sun thinking of nothing, it was as if a 

door opened and I was somewhere else, something else. Not myself any longer” (Rhys 11). 

She arrives in a place where she becomes someone else, something besides her true self. 

Kadhim explains that since the people of the Caribbean were perceived as “others”, they were 

never able to “claim the English identity as their own” (589). Antoinette is caught between 

cultures, and although she believes she can connect with England, the people of England will 

never give her the chance. As a result, the struggle for acceptance becomes futile, and she will 

become anything but herself as long as she is drawn towards the English culture, and will 

remain lost. Moreover, Antoinette is somehow aware of the fact that she will find no comfort 

in England and that she will never find a home there. However, she struggles to disregard 

these foreboding images: “For I know that house where I will be cold and not belonging … 

[b]ut my dream had nothing to do with England and I must not think like this, I must 

remember about chandeliers and dancing” (Rhys 69). These dreams and images again show 

the complexities of the search for the true homeland. Since the homeland as she imagines it, 

safe and beautiful, is no longer the reality, it is futile to search for it. 

Colours are an important feature in this novel, because different colours 

symbolise certain aspects of Antoinette’s identity and sense of belonging. The colour white is 

very frequent, and symbolises England and Europe, but more importantly, Antoinette’s 

struggle to connect with England, and her husband. The most important instance of the colour 

white is the dress, which is highly admired by her English husband. Her husband is 

moderately impressed by both her and her country, but when he sees her in the white dress he 

finds her to be very beautiful. She is very pleased and suggests that she will have “another 

made exactly like it” (Rhys 56), which pleases him greatly. Antoinette wants desperately to 

connect with her husband, and Kadhim explains that her choice of marrying an Englishman 

has to do with her wish of being able to identify clearly with something, to avoid the state of 

in-betweenness (595). By first marrying an Englishman and then aiming to dress in white to 

please him, she attempts to remedy her sense of dislocation and lack of belonging. However, 
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as the novel progresses, her husband finds Antoinette more and more disturbing, and the dress 

which used to fit her so well now looks dreadful: “She was wearing the white dress I had 

admired, but it had slipped untidily over one shoulder and seemed too large for her” (Rhys 80). 

The English clothes, just as the English identity, do not fit Antoinette, and the aim to fit into 

the culture of the true homeland becomes a struggle. Moreover, in one of the foreboding 

dreams about England, Antoinette is once again wearing the white dress, and in the beginning 

she tries to hold it up, but in the end, the struggle becomes too great: 

 

I am wearing a long dress … so I walk with difficulty, following the man who is with 

me and holding up the skirt of my dress. It is white and beautiful and I don't wish to 

get it soiled … [w]e are under the tall dark trees and there is no wind … [n]ow I do not 

try to hold up my dress, it trails in the dirt, my beautiful dress. We are no longer in the 

forest … and the trees are different trees. (Rhys 34)  

 

This dream suggests that Antoinette has given up; she no longer has the strength to hold up 

her dress, and struggle against her approaching fate she will face in England. Melody Boyd 

Carriére explains that the depictions of the dresses of different colours demonstrate the 

distance between not only people but nations (86). Rhys uses colour to show the divide 

between England and the Caribbean, but mainly the development of Antoinette’s identity. By 

choosing to wear a white dress and journey to England, Antoinette distances herself from her 

other home: the Caribbean.  

The depictions of the white dress also symbolise Antoinette’s difficult 

relationship with her mother, who even more than her daughter, desperately wished to be 

perceived as European. Her mother, who shares the same mixed background as her daughter, 

is quite nervous about how they are perceived, and wants her daughter to be properly 

European. Furthermore, her mother puts a lot of effort into making them both look European, 

both money and time: “I don’t know how she got the money to buy the white muslin and the 

pink. Yards of muslin. She may have sold her last ring … [i]n a week she had a new dress and 

so had I” (Rhys 11). She would have done anything to make her and Antoinette look 

presentable. Although Annette is a Martinique girl, in her later years, she chooses to cling to 

the European culture and prefers “to dress in white” (Rhys 31). But when Antoinette tries on 

the white dress chosen by her mother it simply tears asunder and does not seem to fit at all: 

“The old muslin dress was found and it tore as I forced it on” (Rhys 10). She wishes to please 

her mother, and thereby aims to force herself into a mould where she will never truly fit, 
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which only has devastating results as the novel progresses. Carriére states that the “ethnic 

protagonist … battles several demons: the temptation to reject elements of their ethnicity in 

order to embrace and be accepted by the West” (4). The white dress comes to symbolise the 

need to be accepted and to find a place of belonging. Rhys uses the white colour to explore 

the desperation and struggle for a homeland within Antoinette, and it advances to a state when 

even the colour of a dress can be vital.  

Diasporic Antoinette has difficulty living in the present, and always longs to be 

somewhere else, a nostalgic Caribbean of the past, where she feels an increased sense of 

safety. For example, when she was younger she used to hide in the forest, cut off and safe 

from the rest of the world: “We were alone in the most beautiful place in the world, it is not 

possible that there can be anywhere else so beautiful as Coulibri. The sea was not far off but 

we never heard it, we always heard the river. No sea” (Rhys 83). Here, Antoinette describes 

her longing for the past, but also a Caribbean safe from Europe, or safe from the strangers 

across the sea. However, in her lifetime, the Caribbean has never been safe from the outside 

world, thereby Antoinette’s safe place never existed and is merely imaginative. John J. Su 

argues that “[h]er regret, then, is not simply a passive longing but a mode of prioritizing a lost, 

even nonexistent, past over an intolerable present” (163). To live with a split identity is so 

difficult, that Antoinette flees to a place where she feels safe: a nostalgic past existing only in 

her mind. She even depicts how nature protects her from the outside world: “I am safe … 

[t]here is the tree of life in the garden and the wall green with moss. The barrier of the cliffs 

and the high mountains. And the barrier of the sea. I am safe” (Rhys 10). She is grateful that 

the island can protect her from strangers and she can only hear the river, the sound of the 

island, though the sea is close. She imagines a Caribbean untouched, however, that is merely a 

distant memory now, since the sense of the European has already permeated the island. But 

Antoinette still only manages to “see everything still, fixed for ever like the colours in a 

stained-glass window” (Rhys 74). Antoinette even realises the problem herself, that she longs 

for a lost past, and that she cannot connect with her present time and place. This imaginative 

place is lost, and only a memory that cannot be retrieved. Hall states, “this return to the 

beginning is like the imaginary in Lacan – it can neither be fulfilled or requited” (236). It is 

impossible to return to the past, especially for Antoinette, who imagines a beautiful past, but 

in reality, she never experienced true belonging and can find that only in the corners of her 

mind. 

 By depictions of nature, Rhys explores how the idea of home has been 

transformed due to the effects of Colonialism. The Coulibri estate has been changed through 
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slavery, and it has progressed from a controlled state run as a plantation by slave owners into 

something wild and untamed: “All Coulibri Estate had gone wild like the garden, gone to 

bush. No more slavery – why should anybody work? This never saddened me. I did not 

remember the place when it was prosperous” (Rhys 5). There does not seem to be a harmonic 

state in-between, but nature is either completely controlled or simply wild. According to Su, 

the different depictions of nature also provide a notion of the progression of time, and that the 

narrative “suggests the inevitability and naturalness of her loss of place” (162). Colonialism 

has taken its course, time has past, and Antoinette cannot gain what she has lost: the wild and 

original Caribbean.  However, Antoinette has her own depictions of Coulibri, and does not 

remember when it was managed by slaves. The burning of the house at Coulibri is mainly a 

result of the distance felt between the colonised and the colonisers, and Antoinette describes 

how she now no longer feels safe:  “All the flowers in the world were in our garden and 

sometimes when I was thirsty I licked raindrops from the jasmine leaves after a shower. If I 

could make you see it, because they destroyed it and it is only here now” (Rhys 83). She can 

only find a picture of a free and prosperous Coulibri through her imagination, and she 

imagines it without the effects of slavery. Her home has been destroyed, and although these 

images are nostalgic, the idea of the original state of her island makes her feel safe.  

Colonialism has transformed the Caribbean into something new, though it 

cannot provide the safety and home Antoinette needs; it takes a clear position against Europe. 

Moreover, Antoinette casts blame on her husband and thereby England for the transformation 

of the place, which deviates greatly from the Caribbean of her imagination, which she loves. 

But in reality it is Colonialism that has turned her precious island into something else: “Do 

you know what you’ve done to me? … I loved this place and you have made it into a place I 

hate. I used to think that if everything else went out of my life I would still have this, and now 

you have spoilt it” (Rhys 95). Antoinette mourns the loss of her home in the Caribbean, and 

the reason why she no longer feels safe is due to the changes provided by both Colonialism 

and the progress of time. Also, Rhys provides the feeling that the old colonial plantations no 

longer fit into the environment, that the forest is preparing to claim power: “[t]he house 

seemed to shrink from the forest behind it and crane eagerly out to the distant sea. It was more 

awkward than ugly, a little sad as if it knew it could not last” (Rhys 40). The house seems 

misplaced, like it longs for a distant place, as the forest grows bigger and more threatening in 

the background. Sandra Drake states that Antoinette’s struggle to find her place also 

symbolises the stand the Caribbean takes against Europe, to find its own identity and history 

(195). Antoinette’s struggle and the struggle of the Caribbean are quite similar, since they 
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both need to change and transcend from a time of Colonialism and slavery into a new state of 

being. Conclusively, Colonialism has no place in the Caribbean any longer, and the whole 

island is ready for a transformation. However, since Antoinette suffers from an identity crisis, 

she can unfortunately not follow suit and remains tragically stuck in the past.    

For Antoinette, the most crucial moments in the search for her true homeland, is 

when she arrives in England and realises it is not what she expected. She cannot manage to 

find herself in this world, which she expected to be completely different: 

 

There is no looking glass here and I don't know what I am like now. I remember 

watching myself brush my hair and how my eyes looked back at me. The girl I saw was 

myself yet not quite myself. Long ago when I was a child and very lonely I tried to kiss 

her. But the glass was between us … [n]ow they have taken everything away. What am I 

doing in this place and who am I? (Rhys 116) 

 

She remembers looking in a mirror once, but she could not truly recognise herself. She 

attempts to reach out for the girl, her identity, but can never manage to get past the obstacles 

in-between, mainly her struggle to find belonging. She refers to the current situation as even 

worse, since she has no mirror and cannot even see the girl; she cannot find her true identity 

in England. Hall argues that the probability that a place can remain unchanged after several 

hundred years is impossible, because the “original … is no longer there. It too has been 

transformed. History is, in that sense irreversible” (231). Antoinette dreams of a place of 

flowers and dancing. In contrast, the real England is a country in the midst of Industrialism, 

and is dirty and uninviting. She imagines England as a picture in a book, but reality is cold, 

stale and holds no comfort. She is shocked to the point that she does not even believe they 

have reached England:   

 

Then I open the door and walk into their world. It is, as I always knew, made of 

cardboard. I have seen it before somewhere, this cardboard world where everything is 

coloured brown or dark red or yellow that has no light in it. They tell me I am in 

England but I don't believe them. We lost our way to England. When? Where? I don't 

remember, but we lost it. (Rhys 117)  

 

However, she also knows that she always knew, subconsciously, that England would be like 

this, and that she would never find a true home in this place. As a result, the journey to the 

homeland was a lost cause before it even started in reality. Moreover, there is no light in the 
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colours she finds in England, she does not connect with them and does not recognise them. 

According to Hall, the many complexities of the homeward journey in case of the Diaspora 

emerge clearly in many Postcolonial novels, especially the fact that it is impossible to return 

(232). The failed attempts to find the homeland also take their toll on people living in the 

Diaspora. For example, Antoinette believes that only by finding a safe place can she return to 

health and find herself: “That afternoon we went to England. There was grass and olive-green 

water and tall trees looking into the water … [i]f I could be here I'd get well again and the 

sound in my head would stop” (Rhys 119). The difficulty to connect with the new place is 

mainly due to the fact that she imagined it differently, through nostalgia, and the homeland 

she kept searching for was never there in the first place.  

The colour red is the colour of the Caribbean, and it represents Antoinette’s 

Caribbean identity, which changes throughout the novel. When she was younger she held a 

strong admiration for her local friend Tia, but was also jealous of her strong connection to the 

island: “Then Tia would light a fire (fires always lit for her, sharp stones did not hurt her bare 

feet, I never saw her cry)” (Rhys 7). Here the red fire represents the strong Caribbean identity 

within Tia, and since she knows who she is, nothing can harm her. In contrast, Antoinette 

herself does not truly feel like a part of the island and feels lost; as a result, she can be harmed. 

Another important instance of red is when the locals set fire to their house in Coulibri (Rhys 

20-1), as a means of destroying everything English with the red fire of the Caribbean. Carriére, 

considering Colonialism and identity, points out the importance of the longing to be accepted, 

but at the same time not being forced to abandon one’s ethnic background, and the need to 

create a unique self (4). The struggle between England and the Caribbean is highly evident in 

the novel, and clashes within Antoinette, who is drawn towards both nations. Wide Sargasso 

Sea is a quest for home and belonging, and Antoinette aims to print her name and her identity 

into the story of both the Caribbean and the history of Colonialism. At one instance in the 

novel, she does exactly that, and chooses a colour to match her identity:  “Underneath, I will 

write my name in fire red, Antoinette Mason, née Cosway, Mount Calvary Convent, Spanish 

Town, Jamaica, 1839” (Rhys 29). She clearly states her origin here, and also prints her name 

in red into the world of Colonialism, as a remembrance of sorts, and the wish to truly being 

able to identify with a place. 

As the novel progresses, the references to the colour red become more frequent, 

as Antoinette comes closer and closer to revealing her true homeland. The Englishman, who 

in the end comes to consider Antoinette more and more as a stranger, only sees Antoinette’s 

Caribbean identity and acknowledges a monster :  “It was like a dream in the large 
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unfurnished room with the candles flickering and this red-eyed wild-haired stranger who was 

my wife shouting obscenities at me” (Rhys 96). A person does not normally possess red eyes, 

but at this point, when the distance between the two has become too great, Antoinette 

embodies only the Caribbean side and it becomes evident even in the state of her appearance. 

The references to red become particularly strong in the last chapter of the book. Drake argues 

that by the end of the novel, Antoinette claims her Caribbean identity by claiming the red 

dress (199). Antoinette has only kept one dress that is truly precious to her, it is red and 

reminds her of everything she loves that is clearly Caribbean:  “As soon as I turned the key I 

saw it hanging, the colour of fire and sunset. The colour of flamboyant flowers” (Rhys 119). 

Also, Rhys uses the Caribbean flowers to describe the red colour of the dress, as a means to 

connect the dress to the Caribbean. According to Carriére, the different aspects of colour are 

vital, and the “colour Antoinette wears shows where her devotion lies” (85). In the beginning 

of this novel, the white dresses were more frequent, but now, the only dress that Antoinette is 

concerned with, is the red one. The sight of the dress creates a sense of nostalgia for home: 

“The scent that came from the dress was very faint at first, then it grew stronger. The smell of 

vetiver and frangipani, of cinnamon and dust and lime trees when they are flowering. The 

smell of the sun and the smell of the rain” (Rhys 120). The red dress embodies everything 

Caribbean, the nature and the smells that make Antoinette feel truly safe.   

At the final pages of the novel, Antoinette reveals her choice of homeland and 

her choice is depicted by using the colours red and white. Finding England cold and 

unwelcoming, she is drawn towards the colours of her true homeland. She moves into “a large 

room with a red carpet and red curtains. Everything else was white” (Rhys 122). She decides 

to light several candles to warm up the cold and white room, but suddenly she does not feel 

safe anymore. As a means both to feel the safety and the fire of her homeland, she dreams that 

she sets fire to Thornfield Hall: “But I looked at the dress on the floor and it was as if the fire 

had spread across the room. It was beautiful and it reminded me of something I must do” 

(Rhys 121). She lets the fiery red and the redness of the Caribbean dress fill up the white 

room. Drake states that Antoinette has been merely a zombie until the smell and colour of the 

dress awaken her identity. Moreover, as long as she is oriented towards England and rejects 

her Colonial heritage, she “is at Europe’s mercy” (203, 205). In the end she does not only 

claim the red dress, but she also frees herself completely from England. Being in the process 

of burning the mansion to the ground, she catches a glimpse of herself in the mirror, and for 

the first time, she recognises herself:  “I laughed when I saw the lovely colour spreading so 

fast, but I did not stay to watch it … [i]t was then that I saw her – the ghost. The woman with 
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streaming hair. She was surrounded by a gilt frame but I knew her” (Rhys 122). She finally 

finds her identity in the mirror, and is filled with joy as she terminates everything representing 

oppression, by using the fire of her homeland. Hall declares that “Diaspora identities are those 

which are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew, through transformation 

and difference” (235). Until the last pages of the novel, Antoinette has been lost, with an 

identity constantly in change. But in the end she reunites with her Caribbean identity and 

completely rejects her English identity.  

Although she has discovered her lost identity, she can, only in her dreams revisit 

the homeland she longs for: the nostalgic Caribbean of her lost past. In the dream she sees her 

old friend Tia who calls for her, the Coulibri estate, but can also hear her husband beckoning 

her to choose England:    

 

Then I turned round and saw the sky. It was red and all my life was in it. I saw the 

orchids and the tree of life was in flames ... I saw my doll's house and the books ... I 

heard the parrot call as he did when he saw a stranger … and the man who hated me was 

calling too, Bertha! Bertha! The wind caught my hair and it streamed out like wings … 

when I looked over the edge I saw the pool at Coulibri. Tia was there … She beckoned 

to me and when I hesitated she laughed...I called Tia! and jumped and woke. (Rhys 123)  

 

Antoinette experiences a mixture of her past and her present in the fire. Yet, she resists the 

calls from her husband, and chooses to join her true homeland, the Caribbean. However, this 

is still merely a dream and Antoinette does not actually set fire to Thornfield Hall in the 

narrative, but in the final sentences she chooses to do just that, “[n]ow at last I know why I 

was brought here and what I have to do. There must have been a draught for the flame 

flickered and I thought it was out. But I shielded it with my hand and it burned up again to 

light me along the dark passage” (Rhys 123).  Finally, Antoinette realises that the homeland 

she craves is the Caribbean of her imagination, untouched by Colonialism, a place where she 

is free from the state in-between. By making this decision, Antoinette finds freedom and Su 

explains that “[b]urning Thornifield Hall … thus appears as the result of deliberation not 

madness” (168). The red fire becomes the symbol of home and belonging, and this choice 

becomes the final turn her lost identity takes. More evidently, she does not only experience 

the Caribbean fire of her identity, but she carries it and protects it from the cold European 

wind. She has found her home, but since it is too late for her to experience it, she chooses to 

destroy the symbol of Colonialism, in this case Thornfield Hall, and to perish with it. 
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According to Njeri Githire, “the inevitability of home and roots, of a return to the place of 

memory and history fuses with the protagonist’s quest for answers to a serious existential 

problem” (85). The main issue of the Diaspora is that it is impossible to return and that the 

world has taken a new turn and has changed beyond comprehension. Similarly, Antoinette 

discovers that she belongs to a past Caribbean, and although she has recovered her identity, 

she cannot recover the place her identity is drawn towards. The struggle to find the homeland 

has ended and the search for identity is over, but the protagonist of the novel, tragically, finds 

her way back to her homeland only in death. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The aim of this essay was to discuss depictions of nature and colour in connection to the 

Postcolonial idea of the search for a true homeland. Antoinette Cosway feels dislocated in her 

surroundings and struggles to find a place of true belonging. As a result of her mixed heritage 

and the fact that she cannot connect with the black locals in the Caribbean, she suffers from a 

split identity. Moreover, Antoinette is mainly English; therefore she believes that England is 

her true homeland, which she imagines as a beautiful place she can return to. In contrast, she 

is not rendered English by her husband, but at the same time she is not a Caribbean native, 

according to the black locals. Antoinette takes on a double identity, as both colonised and 

coloniser, which obviously complicates her relationship with both nations. Moreover, she has 

never experienced England, and her nostalgic images of the place differ greatly from the 

industrial reality which is 19th century England. Still, Colonialism has created a split between 

where Antoinette is and where she wishes to be, and she imagines England to be her true 

homeland and holds a strong admiration towards everything English. Antoinette’s struggle is 

a result of the Diaspora, the spreading and forceful movement of people across the globe, and 

it has created a longing for the homeland. In contrast, Antoinette’s longing comes to an abrupt 

end when she reaches England and realises it is not what she expected, and she acts out 

against Colonialism and aims to destroy Thornfield Hall. She realises that the Caribbean is 

actually her true place of identification, but that she longs for a past Caribbean and not the 

present one, transformed by Colonialism. Consequently, her search for the homeland becomes 

a hopeless quest, since the progress of time makes it impossible to return to a different state.   

Rhys takes Postcolonial literature to the next level by truly giving nature and the 

sense of place, both vital Postcolonial concepts, central roles in her novel. Nature becomes 

just as much of a character as any other present in this novel, and nature both interacts with 

the different characters and exposes central issues concerning Colonialism and Diaspora. For 
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example, Antoinette’s nostalgic images of England and also the Caribbean of the past are 

mainly expressed through nature and her reactions to nature. Moreover, in the foreboding 

dreams of England she always walks in the forest, and suddenly finds herself in a garden 

where she can no longer recognise the trees. Her search for the true homeland is entwined not 

only with depictions of nature, but also of colour. Colour becomes an important aspect in this 

novel, both as a means to explore the protagonists split identity and struggle, but also to show 

the connections between the different characters. The most vital aspect of colour is the two 

differently coloured dresses, where the red one represents Antoinette’s Caribbean identity and 

the white dress represents her English identity. The white dress shows Antoinette’s struggle to 

connect with her husband, her mother and England. The red dress and more importantly the 

fiery red of the Caribbean become the main concern of the last chapter, where Antoinette 

claims the red dress as her own and simultaneously discovers her true homeland: a Caribbean 

untouched by Colonialism. Conclusively, the search for the true homeland, both England and 

the Caribbean, is futile, since it has been transformed through centuries of wars and 

Colonialism into something completely different from what the protagonist reaches for. 

Although the Caribbean she longs for has been lost, she finds the safety and the freedom she 

always longed for through this realisation, and as a final gesture, she shields the Caribbean 

fire, which in the end, truly burns for her.  
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